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We give lower bounds for the density pT (x, y) of the law of Xt, the
solution of dXt = σ(Xt)dBt + b(Xt)dt,X0 = x, under the following
local ellipticity hypothesis: there exists a deterministic differentiable
curve xt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , such that x0 = x, xT = y and σσ
∗(xt) > 0, for
all t ∈ [0, T ]. The lower bound is expressed in terms of a distance
related to the skeleton of the diffusion process. This distance appears
when we optimize over all the curves which verify the above ellipticity
assumption.
The arguments which lead to the above result work in a general
context which includes a large class of Wiener functionals, for exam-
ple, Itoˆ processes. Our starting point is work of Kohatsu-Higa which
presents a general framework including stochastic PDE’s.
1. Introduction. It is well known that under uniform ellipticity and
boundedness assumptions for the diffusion coefficients matrix, the law of
a diffusion process is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure and one may obtain Gaussian-type lower and upper bounds for the
density of the law. This classical result has been extended (see [7, 12, 17]) to
the more subtle case where, instead of ellipticity, one assumes a Ho¨rmander-
type hypothesis. In this paper, we do not proceed in this direction. On the
other hand, as an application of Malliavin’s calculus, it is proven that under
appropriate hypothesis, a large variety of functionals on the Wiener space
(e.g., solutions of stochastic PDE’s) have absolute continuous laws and the
density is smooth (see [16]). Using already standard techniques, one may
prove that some Gaussian upper bounds hold true. In a number of cases,
one may also succeed to prove that the density is strictly positive (see e.g.,
[1, 3, 5, 15] or [16]). But the techniques used to prove strict positivity are
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rather qualitative and do not provide lower bounds. So, this remains a chal-
lenging problem. In a recent paper, Kohatsu-Higa [13] developed a strategy
which permits an attack on this problem for abstract Wiener functionals.
The author proposes a framework which essentially expresses the idea of
uniform ellipticity for a Wiener functional and then develops a methodol-
ogy for computing lower bounds. He employs this method for the stochastic
heat equation. More recently, Dalang and Nualart [6] provided applications
to potential theory for hyperbolic SPDE’s.
The paper of Kohatsu-Higa was the starting point for our work and several
important ideas come from it. But we give a local approach which permits
the treatment of a significantly larger class of problems. On one hand, we
avoid boundedness assumptions on the coefficients of the equations at hand.
In recent work, Gue´rin, Me´le´ard and Nualart [9] used this local approach in
order to obtain lower bounds for the solution of Landau’s equation—a serious
difficulty there is that the coefficients are not bounded. But the main purpose
is to relax the uniform ellipticity hypothesis: we simply assume that there
exists a deterministic differentiable curve such that the ellipticity assumption
holds true along this curve. This gives access to a large class of problems
which are far from uniform elliptic diffusions, such as stochastic integrals
and solutions of non-Markov stochastic equations (see the examples in [2]).
These problems are also out of reach of the criterion based on Ho¨rmander’s
hypothesis (but the method presented here does not cover this criterion).
Although our main applications concern diffusion processes, we present
the method in a more general context which is close to the abstract setting
put forward by Kohatsu-Higa. We consider a q-dimensional Itoˆ process of
the form
Xιt = x
i
0 +
∞∑
j=1
∫ t
0
U ijs dB
j
s +
∫ t
0
V is ds, i= 1, . . . , q,
where Bj, j ∈N , are independent Brownian motions. We are interested in
the density pT (x0, y) ofXT at a point y.We assume that U and V are smooth
in Malliavin’s sense so that XT is also smooth. We now give the nondegen-
eracy assumption. We fix a deterministic differentiable curve xt, 0≤ t≤ T ,
such that x0 = x0, xT = y and some deterministic functions rt,Kt > 0 for
0≤ t≤ T.We also consider a family of deterministic q×q symmetric positive
definite matrices Qt,0≤ t≤ T , and denote by λt > 0 the lower eigenvalue of
Qt. Given t and δ > 0, we define
Γiδ(t) :=
∞∑
j=1
∫ t+δ
t
(Us −Ut)ij dBjs +
∫ t+δ
t
V is ds.
Then our hypotheses are the following. For every 0 < t < T and 0 < δ <
T − t,
UtU
∗
t ≥Qt,(H, i)
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‖Γδ(t)‖k,p,t ≤K(t)δ1/2+ν , ν > 0,(Hν , ii)
on the set defined by |Q−1/2t (X(t)− x(t))| ≤ r(t).
Let us explain this definition. One writes
Xit+δ =X
i
t +
∞∑
j=1
U ijt (B
j
t+δ −Bjt ) + Γiδ(t).(1)
The random variable Gδ(t) =:Xt +
∑∞
j=1U
j
t (B
j
t+δ −Bjt ) is Gaussian condi-
tionally to Ft = σ(B
j
s , s≤ t, j ∈N) and has the covariance matrix δ×UtU∗t .
(H, i) therefore says that this term is nondegenerate; it represents the ellip-
ticity assumption. Γiδ(t) is a remainder and (H
ν , ii) says that this remainder
may be ignored with respect to the principal term Gδ(t), which is essentially
of order δ1/2. ν is a strictly positive number which depends on the problem
at hand—in the context of diffusion processes, ν = 12 and for the stochas-
tic heat equation, ν = 14 (see [13]). The norm ‖ ◦ ‖k,p,t is a Sobolev norm
which involves the Lp-norms of the first k Malliavin derivatives where p, k
are some integers depending on the dimension q. The lower index t signifies
that we work with conditional expectations with respect to Ft and not with
usual expectations; we use a conditional version of the Malliavin calculus.
Let us now comment on the localization. Both Ut = Ut(ω) and ‖Γδ(t)‖k,p,t =
‖Γδ(t)‖k,p,t(ω) are random variables. So, the hypotheses (H, i) and (Hν , ii)
hold true only for ω ∈ {|Q−1/2t (X(t)− x(t))| ≤ r(t)}. Let us consider the ex-
ample of the diffusion process dXt = σ(Xt)dBt+ b(Xt)dt. Then Ut = σ(Xt)
and so (H, i) says that σσ∗(x)≥Qt for x such that |Q−1/2t (x− x(t))| ≤ r(t).
Therefore we need the ellipticity assumption only on a tube around the curve
xt.
Roughly speaking, in order to obtain lower bounds for pT (x0, y), we pro-
ceed as follows. We construct a time grid 0 = t0 < · · · < tN = T and let
δi = ti − ti−1. We denote by pi(z) [resp. pi(z)] the Fti -conditional density
of X(ti+1) [resp. of Gδi+1(ti)] with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We
first note that if |Qti(X(ti)− z)| ≤ δi, then pi(z)≥ 1/e2(2piδi)d/2. This is an
easy computation based on the fact that Gδi+1(ti) is a Gaussian random
variable and we control the covariance matrix by means of (H, i). Next, we
want to use the fact that the reminder Γδi+1(ti) is small in order to derive
a similar evaluation for pi(z). This is a more involved computation because
pi(z) =Eδz(X(ti+1)) =Eδz(Gδi+1(ti)+Γδi+1(ti)) where δz is the Dirac func-
tion. Since the Dirac function is not smooth, the fact that Γδi+1(ti) is small
in Lp-norms is not sufficient—we need the Sobolev norms (in Malliavin’s
sense) to also be small—this is why ‖Γδi+1(ti)‖k,p,t appears in (Hν , ii). We
may then use a development in Taylor series and Malliavin’s integration
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by parts formula (this is very similar to the calculus in [13], except for a
localization argument which allows the avoidance of uniform ellipticity as-
sumptions). This evaluation represents the basic element in the calculus and
now our problem now is to transport it, by means of a “chain argument,”
along the curve xt. This is done in the abstract context of the “evolution
sequences” in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the Itoˆ processes presented
before and in Section 4, we deal with diffusion processes.
There is a certain analogy between the strategy used here and the one
employed in the analytical approach to this problem (compare the decompo-
sition used in (1) with (4.1), (4.2) page 14 in [8]; see also [4]). The advantage
of the stochastic method is that it permits localization on the set of trajec-
tories which remain in a tube around the deterministic curve. This allows
the treatment of certain classes of diffusions which are not uniform elliptic
and which do not have bounded coefficients. But the drawback is that we
need much more regularity for the coefficients of the diffusion process.
In the context of diffusion processes, we are able to give a nice form of the
lower bound by means of a distance based on the skeleton of the diffusion
process. More precisely, suppose that Xt ∈Rq, t≥ 0, solves the SDE
dXt =
d∑
j=1
σj(Xt)dB
j
t + b(Xt)dt, X0 = x0.(∗)
We denote pT (x0, y) = P (XT ∈ dy). We assume that the coefficients have
linear growth, are q + 2 times differentiable and have bounded derivatives.
Moreover, we consider some functions λ∗, λ
∗ :Rq → R+ and assume that
λ∗(x) ≥ σσ∗(x) ≥ λ∗(x) ≥ 0. In particular, λ∗ may be the lower eigenvalue
of σσ∗, but for technical reasons, we accept smaller functions as well. Finally,
we consider a control φ = (φ1, . . . , φd), φj ∈ L2[0, T ], and denote by xφ the
solution of the ordinary differential equation
dxφt =
d∑
j=1
σj(x
φ
t )φ
j
tdt, x
φ
0 = x0.(∗∗)
We consider a set of parameters θ = (µ,χ, ν, η, h), µ, ν, η ≥ 1, h,χ > 0, and
we define Φθ(x0, y) to be the set of the controls φ ∈ (L2([0, T ]))d such that
xφ0 = x0, x
φ
T = y,
λ∗(x
φ
t )
λ∗(xφt )
≥ 1
µ
,
√
λ∗(x
φ
t )≥
1
χ
∀t ∈ [0, T ],
|φt| ≤ η|φs| ∀ |s− t| ≤ h, |φt| ≤ ν ∀t≤ T.
Then we define
dθ(x0, y) = inf
{
‖φ‖T =
(∫ T
0
|φt|2 dt
)1/2
:φ ∈Φθ(x0, y)
}
=∞ if Φθ(x0, y) =∅.
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Our lower bound is given by
pT (x0, y)≥ 1
4e2(6µ
√
qpiT )q/2
√
detσσ∗(y)
× exp
(
−Kq(1 + ln(µη))
×
(
µ4d2θ(x0, y) + T
(
µ4 ∨ (µ+ χ)2Kdiff + 1
h
+ ν
)))
,
where Kdiff depends on the bounds of the diffusion coefficients and Kq is a
constant depending only on q.
2. Evolution sequences.
2.1. Conditional Malliavin calculus. We consider a probability space (Ω, F,
P ) with a filtration Ft, t≥ 0, and an infinite-dimensional Brownian motion
B = (Bj)j∈N with respect to this filtration (we do not need to assume that
the filtration Ft is generated by the Brownian motion itself). Moreover, we
fix some t ≥ 0, δ > 0 and denoteby Et the conditional expectation with
respect to Ft, that is,
Et(Φ) :=E(Φ|Ft).
We will use a conditional version of Malliavin’s calculus that we shall now
outline. We work with the standard Malliavin derivative operators, but we
will consider some specific norms which permit vs to focus on the derivatives
with respect to Bs, s ∈ [t, t + δ] (instead of s ∈ [0,∞)), on one hand and
we will replace the expectation E by the conditional expectation Et on
the other hand. Let us briefly recall some notation (we refer to [16] or to
[14] for a complete exposition of this topic). Dk,p is the space of random
variables which are k times differentiable in Malliavin’s sense, in Lp. For
F ∈ Dk,p, the derivative of order k is DkF, an element of the space Hk
which is defined in the following way. We denote by Θk the set of the multi-
indices α = (α1, . . . , αk), αi ∈ {1,2, . . .} and let RΘk = {(xα)α∈Θk :xa ∈ R}.
For a measurable function V : [0,∞)k →RΘk , we define
|V |2k :=
∫
[0,∞)k
∑
α∈Θk
|V α(s1, . . . , sk)|2 ds1, . . . , dsk and
Hk := {V : [0,∞)k →RΘk : |V |2k <∞}.
Hk is a Hilbert space with the scalar product
〈V,U〉k :=
∫
[0,∞)k
∑
α∈Θk
V α(s1, . . . , sk)U
α(s1, . . . , sk)ds1, . . . , dsk.
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For F ∈Dk,p, we denote byDkF the derivative of order k, that is,Dks1,...,skF =
(Dk,αs1,...,skF )α∈Θk (see [16]) and we have E|DkF |
p
k <∞. So, DkF ∈Hk.
The above scalar product is used in the standard Malliavin calculus. In
our framework, for every fixed t, δ > 0 we define
〈V,U〉t,δ,k :=
∫
[t,t+δ)k
∑
α∈Θk
V α(s1, . . . , sk)U
α(s1, . . . , sk)ds1, . . . , dsk,
|V |2t,δ,k := 〈V,V 〉t,δ,k =
∫
[t,t+δ)k
∑
α∈Θk
|V α(s1, . . . , sk)|2 ds1, . . . , dsk.
For F ∈Dk,p, we define the following Sobolev norms:
‖F‖2t,δ,k :=
k∑
i=0
|DiF |2t,δ,i =
k∑
i=0
∑
α∈Θi
∫
[t,t+δ)i
|Di,αs1,...,siF |2 ds1, . . . , dsi,
‖F‖pt,δ,k,p :=Et(‖F‖pt,δ,k), ‖|F‖|pt,δ,k,p := ‖F‖pt,δ,k,p −Et(|F |p).
Moreover, for a multidimensional functional F = (F1, . . . , Fq), we denote
‖F‖pt,δ,k,p =
∑q
i=1 ‖Fi‖pt,δ,k,p.
Notice that ‖F‖t,δ,k,p is not a constant (as in the standard case), but
an Ft-measurable random variable. Notice also that using ‖F‖t,δ,k,p instead
of the standard norm ‖F‖k,p = ‖F‖0,∞,k,p amounts to using the differen-
tial calculus with respect to Bs, s ∈ [t, t + δ], only and taking conditional
expectations instead of the usual expectation.
In the sequel, we will employ the following inequality. There exists a
universal constant µ(k) such that for every F ∈Dk,p, every p > 1 and every
φ ∈Ckb , one has
‖|φ(F )‖|t,δ,k,p ≤ µ(k)‖φ‖k,∞‖|F‖|t,δ,k,2kp,(2)
where ‖φ‖k,∞ := maxi=0,k supx∈R |φ(i)(x)|. This is a straightforward conse-
quence of the chain rule and inequality (22) from the Appendix.
We now define the Ornstein–Uhlembeck operator Lt,δ associated to Bs, s ∈
[t, t+ δ], by
Lt,δF =
∞∑
i=1
∫ t+δ
t
D1,is F dB
i
s,
where the above stochastic integral is the Skorohod integral (see [16] or [14]).
If F ∈Dom(L), where L is the standard Ornstein–Uhlembeck operator, then
Lt,δF is well defined. In our framework, we will assume that F ∈
⋂
p∈N D
k+2,p
for some k ∈ N and so, in view of Meyer’s inequalities, F ∈ Dom(L) and
LF ∈⋂p∈N Dk,p.We will use the following form of Meyer’s inequality which
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is proved in [16]: there exists an universal constant c(k, p) such that for every
F ∈⋂r∈N Dk+2,r,
‖Lt,δF‖t,δ,k,p ≤ c(k, p)‖|F‖|t,δ,k+2,p.(3)
In the sequel, we assume that c(k, p) increases in both k and l. If not, we
take the maximum over k′ ≤ k and p′ ≤ p.
It is easy to check (the standard argument) that for F,G ∈D2,2,
Et(〈DF,DG〉t,δ,1) =Et(FLt,δG) =Et(GLt,δF ).
Here and in the sequel, we use the notation D instead of D1.
This is a conditional version of the standard duality relation which is
the starting point for Malliavin’s calculus. The same arguments as those
used in the classical case give the conditional version of the integration by
parts formula presented in the following theorem. Before stating this result,
we define the Malliavin covariance matrix corresponding to [t, t + δ]. Let
F = (F1, . . . , Fq), F1, . . . , Fq ∈D1,2. We define
φijt,δ,F := 〈DFi,DFj〉t,δ,1, i, j = 1, . . . , q.
We now state a localized version of the nondegeneracy assumption in
Malliavin calculus. We consider a measurable set A ⊂ {detφt,δ,F 6= 0} and
denote
vp(F,A) = (Et(1∨ (detφt,δ,F )−p1A))1/p.
We assume that vp(F,A)<∞ for every p ∈N and denote by φ̂t,δ,F (ω) the
inverse of φt,δ,F (ω) for ω ∈A.We denote by DkA the class of random variables
G ∈ ⋂p∈N Dk,p such that G(ω) = 0 and DiG(ω) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k, for ω ∈
Ac. The following lemma gives the localized version of the nondegenerancy
condition:
Lemma 1. Let F = (F1, . . . , Fq) with Fi ∈ Dk+1A , i = 1, . . . , q, and G =
(G1, . . . ,Gq) with Gi ∈DkA, i= 1, . . . , q. Assume that vp(F,A)<∞ for every
p ∈ N. Then φ̂t,δ,F ×G ∈ (
⋂
p∈N D
k,p)q. Moreover, there exists a universal
constant c(k, q) such that for every p≥ 1,
‖(φ̂t,δ,FG)i‖t,δ,k,p ≤ c(k, q)‖G‖t,δ,k,4pvk+18(k+1)p(F,A)‖|F‖|4q+2t,δ,k+1,22(q+2)p.(4)
The proof is straightforward and so we leave it for the Appendix.
The same proof as in the standard case gives the following integration by
parts theorem:
Theorem 2. Let F = (F1, . . . , Fq) with F1, . . . , Fq ∈
⋂
p∈N D
2,p. Con-
sider a measurable set A such that vp(F,A) <∞ for every p ∈ N and a
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random variable G ∈D1A. Then for every smooth function f :Rq → R and
every i= 1, . . . , q, one has
Et
(
∂f
∂xi
(F )G
)
=Et(f(F )Hi(F,G))
(IPi)
with Hi(F,G) =−
q∑
j=1
(Gφ̂jit,δ,FLt,δ(Fj) + 〈DFj ,D(φ̂jit,δ,FG)〉t,δ,1).
Suppose that F1, . . . , Fq ∈
⋂
p∈N D
k+1p and G ∈ DkA for some k ∈ N. Then
for every multi-index α= (α1, . . . , αk) ∈ {1, . . . , q}k, one has
Et(D
αf(F )G) = Et(f(F )Hα(F,G))
(IPα)
with Hα(F,G) =Hαk(F,H(α1,...,αk−1)(F,G)),
where Dαf = ∂kf/∂xα1 , . . . , ∂xαk .
We now give some evaluations of the norms of Hα(F,G).
Proposition 3. Suppose that F1, . . . , Fq ∈
⋂
p∈N D
k+l+2,p and G ∈Dl+1A
for some k, l ∈N. Then there exists a universal constant c(k, l, q) such that
for every multi-index α with |α|= l and every p ∈N , one has
‖Hα(F,G)‖t,δ,k,p
(5)
≤ c(k, l, q)×‖G‖t,δ,k+l,23lpvl(k+l)24l(k+l+1)lp(F,A)‖|F‖|
l(4q−1)
t,δ,k+l+1,2l(q+4)p
.
In particular (taking k = 0, l = q + 1 and p= 1), there exists two universal
constants depending only on q, c∗ = c∗(q) and p∗ = p∗(q), such that
Et(|Hα(F,G)|)≤ c∗‖G‖t,δ,q+1,p∗v(q+1)
2
p∗ (F,A)‖|F‖|(q+1)(4q−1)t,δ,q+2,p∗(6)
for every multi-index α with |α| ≤ q +1.
We leave the proof for the Appendix.
To finish, we give the following simple fact concerning the Malliavin co-
variance matrix. We denote by λt,δ,F (resp. λt,δ,F ) the smaller (resp. the
larger) eigenvalue of φt,δ,F. They are given by
λt,δ,F = inf
|ξ|=1
q∑
i,j=1
ξiξjφ
ij
t,δ,F , λt,δ,F = sup
|ξ|=1
q∑
i,j=1
ξiξjφ
ij
t,δ,F .
Proposition 4. Let F,G ∈ (D1,2)q. Then
(detφt,δ,F+G)
1/q ≥ 12λt,δ,F − λt,δ,G.
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Proof. Using the elementary inequality (x+y)2 ≥ 12x2−y2, one obtains
(detφt,δ,F+G)
1/q ≥ λt,δ,F+G= inf
|ξ|=1
∞∑
r=1
∫ t+δ
t
( q∑
i=1
ξiD
1,r
s (F
i +Gi)
)2
ds
≥ 12 inf|ξ|=1
∞∑
r=1
∫ t+δ
t
( q∑
i=1
ξiD
1,r
s F
i
)2
ds
− sup
|ξ|=1
∞∑
r=1
∫ t+δ
t
( q∑
i=1
ξiD
1,r
s G
i
)2
ds
= 12λt,δ,F − λt,δ,G. 
2.2. Short-time behavior and density evaluations. We consider some mea-
surable processes hij(s), s ∈ [t, t+ δ], i= 1, . . . , q, j ∈N , such that hij(s) is
Ft-measurable and we assume that
∑q
i=1
∑∞
j=1
∫ t+δ
t |hij(s)|2 ds <∞. We de-
fine
J i(h) =
∞∑
j=1
∫ t+δ
t
hij(s)dBj(s).
Since h(s) is Ft-measurable, conditionally with respect to Ft, J(h) is a Gaus-
sian vector with covariance matrix
Cij(J(h)) =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t+δ
t
hik(s)hjk(s)ds.
Given some Ft-measurable random variable V = (V
1, . . . , V q), we define G=
V + J(h). That is,
Gi = V i +
∞∑
j=1
∫ t+δ
t
hij(s)dBj(s) = V i + J i(h), i= 1, . . . , q.
Moreover, we consider a deterministic symmetric positive definite matrix
M and denote by ∆M the smallest eigenvalue ofM.We assume that ∆M > 0
(so that M is invertible) and define
‖x‖M−1 =
√
〈M−1x,x〉,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the scalar product on Rq.
Given a point z ∈Rq, a number a≥ 1 and a set A⊆ {ω :‖V (ω)−z‖M−1 ≤
1} we consider the following hypothesis. For every ω ∈A,
aM ≥C(J(h))(ω)≥M.(H1, a,A, z)
Note that, in particular, we have
detM ≤ detC(J(h))(ω)≤ aq detM.
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Finally, we consider φ :Rq →R defined by φ(x) = c exp(− 11−‖x‖2 ) for ‖x‖<
1 and φ(x) = 0 for ‖x‖ ≥ 1, with c chosen such that ∫ φ= 1. We construct
the sequence φη → δ0 defined by φη(y) = η−qφ(η−1y).
Lemma 5. Suppose that (H1, a,A, z) holds true. Then for every η ∈ (0,√
∆M ),
Et(φη(G− z))(ω)≥ 1
e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
for ω ∈A.
Proof. Conditionally with respect to Ft, G− z is a Gaussian random
variable and so we have
Et(φη(G− z)) =
∫
φη(y)
1
(2pi)q/2
√
detC(J(h))
× exp
(
−1
2
‖y − (V − z)‖2C(J(h))−1
)
dy.
If φη(y) 6= 0, then ‖y‖C(J(h))−1 ≤ ‖y‖/
√
∆M ≤ η/
√
∆M ≤ 1. Moreover, in
view of our hypothesis, ‖V − z‖C(J(h))−1 ≤ ‖V − z‖M−1 ≤ 1 so that
exp(−12‖y − (V − z)‖2C(J(h))−1)≥ e−2.
Since
∫
φη = 1 and detC(J(h))≤ aq detM , the proof is completed. 
The following evaluation concerns a perturbation of G by means of a
remainder R which is small in an appropriate sense. We consider a q-
dimensional random variable R= (R1, . . . ,Rq) such that Ri ∈⋂∞p=1Dq+2,p,
i= 1, . . . , q, and we define
F =G+R= V + J(h) +R= V +M1/2(I(h) +RM )
with RM =M
−1/2R and I(h) =M−1/2J(h) = J(M−1/2h). Here, M1/2 is
also a symmetric invertible positive definite matrix such that M1/2M1/2 =
M. The random variable I(h) will play a role in the following reasoning.
Although not a standard normal random variable, it is not far from this;
more precisely, under the hypothesis (H1, a,A, z), one has
1≤ inf
‖ξ‖=1
〈C(I(h))ξ, ξ〉 ≤ sup
‖ξ‖=1
〈C(I(h))ξ, ξ〉 ≤ a on A.(7)
Given z,A,a as in (H2, a,A, z), we assume that for every ω ∈A,
‖RM‖t,δ,q+2,pq ≤
1
a4(q+1)2Cq
(H2, a,A, z)
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with
pq = 2
2(q+2)p∗(q),
(8)
Cq = c
∗(q)µ(q +1)e2(2pi)q/243(q+3)
3
(q +1)q+3,
where c∗(q), p∗(q) are those which occur in Proposition 3 and µ(q) is that
which occurs in (2).
Remark 6. The above constants are neither optimal nor particularly
important. What we need is simply to express Cq and pq as universal con-
stants depending only on the dimension q.
Remark 7. In concrete applications we verify that ‖RM‖t,δ,q+3,p ≤C∆λ
for some λ,∆> 0. We then require that ∆λ be sufficiently small in order to
verify the above inequality. In the context of diffusion processes, λ= 12 and
in the context of the stochastic heat equation, λ= 14 (see [13] or [2]).
We also let
Λ2 := |DRM |2t,δ,1 =
∫ t+δ
t
q∑
i=1
∞∑
l=1
|D1,ls RiM |2 ds
and note that
λt,δ,RM = sup
|ξ|=1
q∑
i,j=1
ξiξj〈DRiM ,DRjM 〉t,δ,1
= sup
|ξ|=1
∫ t+δ
t
∞∑
l=1
〈ξ,D1,ls RM 〉2 ds≤ Λ2.
The key evaluation in our approach is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 8. We consider a point z ∈ Rq, a set A ⊆ {ω :‖V (ω) −
z‖M−1 ≤ 1} and some η ∈ (0,
√
∆M ). Suppose that (H1, a,A, z) and (H1, a,A, z)
hold true. Then
pη(z)(ω) := Et(φη(F − z))(ω)
(9)
≥ 1
4e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
for ω ∈A.
Remark 9. Let us give the main ideas of the proof. We write Ω = Γ∪Γc,
where Γ is a set on which the Malliavin covariance matrix of F is sufficiently
large and Γc is a set on which we do not control the nondegeneracy of F, but
which is supposed to be small [in the proof below, we work with Θ which
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is a regularization of the indicator function of Γ, so Ω = Γ ∪ Γc becomes
1 =Θ+(1−Θ)]. The key question is how we control things on Γc, when we
have no information about the nondegeneracy. We write
Etφη(F − z) = Et(φη(F − z)1Γ) +Et(φη(F − z)1Γc)
≥ Et(φη(F − z)1Γ).
The above inequality allows us to ignore Γc. Then, following an idea in [13]
we use a development in Taylor series of order one to obtain Et(φη(F −
z)1Γ) =Et(φη(G− z)1Γ)+ r, where r is a reminder. We are able to evaluate
this remainder using Malliavin’s integration by parts formula because we
are working on the set Γ on which the Malliavin covariance matrix is under
control. In order to control the first term, we have to “come back to the whole
space,” that is, to write Et(φη(G−z)1Γ) =Et(φη(G−z))−Et(φη(G−z)1Γc).
The previous lemma gives the needed evaluations for Et(φη(G− z)), which
is the principal term, but we must also evaluate Et(φη(G − z)1Γc). But
(contrary to F ), G is nondegenerate on the whole space, so we are able to
treat this term, even if we are on Γc.
Proof of Proposition 8. Since t and δ are fixed, we will drop them
from the notation. So, we write φF instead of φt,δ,F , ‖F‖k,p instead of
‖F‖t,δ,k,p, and so on.
Step 1. Localization. In the sequel, we will assume (without special men-
tion) that we are on the set A and, in particular, that ‖V −z‖M−1 ≤ 1. Since
I(h) is Gaussian, its Malliavin covariance matrix coincides with the usual
covariance matrix. Moreover, λI(h) ≥ 1 [see (7)] and so, using Proposition 4,
we obtain, for every ρ ∈ (0,1),
(detφI(h)+ρRM )
1/q ≥ 12λI(h) − λρRM ≥ 12 − ρλRM ≥ 12 −Λ2.
The aim of this step is to localize on the set on which Λ ≤ 1/2 and con-
sequently detφI(h)+ρRM ≥ 1/4q. We consider a localization function θ ∈
C∞b (R+;R+) such that 0≤ θ ≤ 1, θ(x) = 1 if x < 1/4 and θ(x) = 0 if x > 1/2
and we denote Θ = θ(Λ). We may (see [10], Chapter 1) choose θ such that
for every 0≤ k ≤ q +1, one has ‖θ(k)‖∞ ≤m(q) := 4q+3(q + 1)q+3.
Step 2. Sobolev norms. Let us evaluate the Sobolev norm of Θ. First, it is
clear that ‖Θ‖p = (Et|Θ|p)1/p ≤ 1. Using (2) and (23), we obtain
‖|θ(Λ)‖|q+1,2p∗ ≤ µ(q+ 1)m(q)‖|Λ‖|q+1,2q+2p∗
≤ 2q+1µ(q +1)m(q)‖|R‖|q+2,22q+3p∗ ≤ 1,
the last inequality being a consequence of (H2, a,A, z). We conclude that
‖Θ‖q+1,2p∗ ≤ 2.
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We now evaluate the Sobolev norms of 1−Θ. Since 0≤Θ≤ 1 and Θ= 1
on the set defined by Λ≤ 1/4, we have
‖1−Θ‖p ≤ Pt
(
Λ≥ 1
4
)1/p
= Pt
(
Λp ≥ 1
4p
)1/p
≤ 4Et(Λp)1/p ≤ 16‖|RM‖|21,2p.
SinceDk(1−Θ) =−DkΘ, the same evaluation as for Θ gives ‖|1−Θ‖|q+1,p∗ ≤
2q+1µ(q +1)m(q)‖|R‖|q+2,22q+2p∗ so that
‖1−Θ‖q,p∗ ≤ (16 + 2q+1µ(q +1)m(q))‖|R‖|q+2,22q+2p∗ .
Finally, we evaluate the norm of I(h). Note that DjsI
i(h) = (M−1/2hs)
ij ,
i = 1, . . . , q, j ∈ N and DαI(h) = 0 for |α| > 1. Since ∫ t+δt |〈DsIi(h),
DsI
j(h)〉1|ds = (M−1/2C(J(h))(M−1/2)∗)ij ≤ a, we use (7) and obtain
‖|I(h)‖|k,p ≤ a.
Step 3. Development in Taylor series of order one. We first localize (mul-
tiply by Θ) and then use a development in Taylor series with respect to R
in order to obtain
pη(z)≥ Et(φη(V − z + J(h) +R)Θ)
= Et(φη(G− z)Θ) +
∫ 1
0
Et(〈∇φη(V − z + J(h) + ρR),R〉Θ)dρ
= :A+B.
Let us now evaluate the remainder B. We define
Φη(x) =:
∫ x1
−∞
dy1 · · ·
∫ xq
−∞
dyq φη(V − z +M1/2y)
so that
φη(V − z +M1/2x) = ∂
qΦη
∂x1 · · ·∂xq (x).
We also have
∇φη(V −z+M1/2x) =M−1/2∇
(
∂qΦη
∂x1 · · ·∂xq
)
(x) and 0≤Φη(x)≤ 1√
detM
.
The last inequality is obtained using the substitution x = V − z +M1/2y
and the fact that
∫
φη = 1.
We now write
Et(〈∇φη(V − z + J(h) + ρR),R〉Θ)
=Et(〈∇φη(V − z +M1/2(I(h) + ρRM )),R〉Θ)
=Et
(〈
∇
(
∂qΦη
∂x1 · · ·∂xq
)
(I(h) + ρRM ),RM
〉
Θ
)
.
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We use Malliavin’s integration by parts formula q +1 times to obtain∣∣∣∣Et( ∂q+1Φη∂xi ∂x1 · · ·∂xq (I(h) + ρRM )RiMΘ
)∣∣∣∣
= |Et(Φη(I(h) + ρRM )H(1,2,...,q,i)(I(h) + ρRM ,RiMΘ))|
≤ 1√
detM
Et(|H(1,2,...,q,i)(I(h) + ρRM ,RiMΘ)|).
We will use Proposition 3 in order to evaluate the above term. Using the
notation from Theorem 2 with F = I(h) + ρRM ,G = ΘRM and k = q + 1,
we define the localization set A := {Λ ≤ 1/4} [note that, since θ(i)(Λ) = 0,
i = 0, . . . , q + 1, for Λ > 1/4, RiMΘ and its Malliavin derivatives vanish on
Ac]. Since detφI(h)+ρRM ≥ 1/4q on A, we obtain
vp∗(I(h) + ρRM ,A) = (Et((1∨ detφI(h)+ρRM )−p
∗
1{Λ≤1/4}))
1/p∗ ≤ 4q.
Moreover, using (22) and the evaluations from step 2,
‖RMΘ‖q+1,p∗ ≤ 2q+1‖RM‖q+1,2p∗‖Θ‖q+1,2p∗ ≤ 2q+2‖RM‖q+1,2p∗ .
Finally, using the evaluations for I(h) and hypothesis (H2, a,A, z), we obtain
‖I(h) + ρRM‖q+2,p∗ ≤ ‖I(h)‖q+2,p∗ + ‖RM‖q+2,p∗ ≤ 2a.
It follows (see Proposition 3) that
Et(|H(1,2,...,q,i)(I(h) + ρRM ,RiMΘ)|)
≤ c∗ × 4q(q+1)2 × 2q+2‖RM‖q+1,2p∗ × (2a)(q+1)(4q−1)
≤ c∗ × 43(q+1)3‖RM‖q+1,2p∗ × a(q+1)(4q−1)
and, consequently, that
|Et(〈▽φη(V − z + J(h) + ρR),R〉Θ)|
≤ q × a
(4q−1)(q+1)
√
detM
× c∗ × 43(q+1)3‖RM‖q+1,2p∗
≤ 1
4e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
,
the last inequality being a consequence of (H2, a,A, z). Finally, B satisfies
the same inequality.
We now evaluate A. We use the previous lemma to obtain
Et(φη(G− z))≥ 1
e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
.
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In order to evaluate Et(φη(G− z)(1−Θ)), we integrate by parts q times
with respect to I(h) obtain
Et(φη(G− z)(1−Θ)) =Et(φη(V − z +M1/2I(h))(1−Θ))
=Et
(
∂qΦη
∂x1 · · ·∂xq (I(h))(1−Θ)
)
=Et(Φη(I(h))H(1,2,...,q)(I(h), (1−Θ)))
≤ (detM)−1/2Et(|H(1,2,...,q)(I(h), (1−Θ))|).
Using Proposition 3, the fact that λI(h),t ≥ 1 and the evaluations from step
2, we see that the above term is dominated by
(detM)−1/2c∗ ×‖1−Θ‖q,p∗ ×‖I(h)‖q(4(q−1)−1)q+2,p∗
≤ (detM)−1/2c∗ × (16 + 2q+1µ(q +1)m(q))‖|R‖|q+2,22q+2p∗ × aq(4q−5)
≤ 1
2e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
,
the last inequality being a consequence of the hypothesis (H2, a,A, z). It
follows that
Et(φη(G− z)Θ) = Et(φη(G− z))−Et(φη(G− z)(1−Θ))
≥ 1
2e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
.
Finally, using the evaluation of |B|, we obtain
pη(z)≥ 1
2e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
− |B| ≥ 1
4e2(2pia)q/2
√
detM
and the proof is completed. 
2.3. Evolution sequences. In this section, the following objects are given:
• A time grid ΠN = (t0, . . . , tN ) with 0 = t0 < t1 < · · ·< tN = T . We denote
δk = tk − tk−1.
• A sequence of matrixes Mk, k = 0, . . . ,N , which are deterministic, sym-
metric, positive definite and invertible. We define by ∆k the lower eigen-
value of Mk and define the norms
‖x‖k = ‖x‖M−1
k
=
√
〈M−1k x,x〉.
Clearly, ‖x‖k ≤∆−1/2k ‖x‖.We also consider a sequence of numbers Hk ≥ 1
such that H2kMk ≥Mk−1 in the matrix sense. This is equivalent to
‖x‖k ≤Hk‖x‖k−1
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and this is the inequality that we need.
• A sequence of numbers ak ≥ 1, k = 0, . . . ,N.
• A sequence of points xk ∈Rq, k = 1, . . . ,N , such that
‖xk − xk−1‖k ≤ 14 .
• A sequence of measurable processes hijk (s), s ∈ [tk−1, tk], i = 1, . . . , q, j ∈
N , such that hijk (s) is Ftk−1 -measurable and
∑q
i=1
∑∞
j=1
∫ tk
tk−1
|hijk (s)|2 ds <
∞ almost surely. We define
J ik =
∞∑
j=1
∫ tk
tk−1
hijk (s)dB
j(s).
Conditionally with respect to Ftk−1 , Jk is a Gaussian vector with covari-
ance matrix
Cij(Jk) =
∞∑
l=1
∫ tk
tk−1
hilk (s)h
jl
k (s)ds.
• We now introduce the main object of this section, the evolution sequences.
We consider a sequence of Rq-valued random variables F0, . . . , FN of the
form
Fk = Fk−1 +
∞∑
j=1
∫ tk
tk−1
hjk(s)dB
j(s) +Rk = Fk−1 + Jk +Rk,
where Rk are q-dimensional Ftk -measurable random variables. In partic-
ular, F0 is a constant.
We are interested in the density of the conditional law of Fk with respect
to Ftk−1 . Since we do not know that a conditional density exists, we work
with the following “regularization of the conditional density”:
pη,k(z) =Etk−1(φη(Fk − z)).
This quantity makes sense independently of any nondegeneracy as-
sumption.
• Finally, we define the sets
Ak = {ω :‖Fi−1(ω)− xi‖i < 12 , i= 1, . . . , k} ∈ Ftk−1 .(10)
Definition 10. We say that F0, . . . , FN is an elliptic evolution sequence
if Rik ∈
⋂∞
p=1D
q+2,p, i= 1, . . . , q, k = 1, . . . ,N, and, on the set Ak, one has
akMk ≥ C(Jk)≥Mk,(H, i)
‖M−1/2k Rk‖tk−1,δk,q+2,pq ≤
1
Cqa
4(q+1)2
k
,(H, ii)
where Cq and pq are as given in (8).
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Remark 11. The framework of the above definition is inspired by the
one introduced by Kohatsu-Higa in [13].
The time grid ΠN , the path x = (x0, . . . , xN ) and Mk,∆k, ak,Hk, k =
1, . . . ,N , are the parameters of evolution sequence and all evaluations are
given in terms of these parameters.
As a consequence of the proposition from the previous section, we have
the following result:
Proposition 12. Let F0, . . . , FN be an elliptic evolution sequence and
let k ∈ {1, . . . ,N}. For every z ∈Rq such that ‖xk − z‖k ≤ 12 and every 0<
η ≤√∆k, one has
pη,k(z)≥ 1
4e2(2piak)q/2
√
detMk
on the set Ak.
Proof. Suppose that we are on the set Ak. Since ‖xk−z‖k ≤ 12 , we have
‖Fk−1 − z‖k ≤ ‖Fk−1 − xk‖k + ‖xk − z‖k ≤ 12 + 12 = 1 and so Ak ⊆ {‖Fk−1 −
z‖k ≤ 1}. Since we have an elliptic sequence, the hypothesis (H1, ak,Ak, z)
and (H2, ak,Ak, z) hold true and we may employ Proposition 12. 
2.4. Tubes evaluations. The aim of this section is to give lower bounds
for P (AN ). We first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 13. For every η ∈ (0, 14Hk
√
∆k−1 ), one has
P (Ak)≥E
(
1Ak−1
∫
{‖y−xk−1‖k−1≤(1/4Hk)−η/
√
∆k−1}
pη,k−1(y)dy
)
.(11)
Proof. We write
P (Ak) = E(1Ak−1Etk−2(1{‖Fk−1−xk‖k≤1/2}))
= E
(
1Ak−1Etk−2
(∫
dy φη(Fk−1 − y)1{‖Fk−1−xk‖k≤1/2}
))
,
the second equality being a consequence of
∫
φη(Fk−1− y)dy =
∫
φη(y)dy =
1.
Using the time–space relation ‖xk−1 − xk‖k ≤ 1/4 and the definition of
Hk, we obtain
‖Fk−1 − xk‖k ≤ 14 + ‖Fk−1 − xk−1‖k ≤ 14 +Hk‖Fk−1 − xk−1‖k−1
≤ 14 +Hk(‖Fk−1 − y‖k−1 + ‖y − xk−1‖k−1).
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If φη(Fk−1− y) 6= 0, then ‖Fk−1− y‖ ≤ η and so ‖Fk−1− y‖k−1 ≤ η/
√
∆k−1.
Consequently,
‖Fk−1 − xk‖k ≤ 1
4
+Hk
(
η√
∆k−1
+ ‖y − xk−1‖k−1
)
.
Moreover, if ‖y−xk−1‖k−1 ≤ (1/4Hk)−η/
√
∆k−1, then ‖Fk−1−xk‖k ≤ 1/2
and so we may drop this restriction from the integral. We obtain
Etk−2
(∫
dy φη(Fk−1 − y)1{‖Fk−1−xk‖k≤1/2}
)
≥
∫
{‖y−xk−1‖k−1≤(1/4Hk)−η/
√
∆k−1}
Etk−2(φη(Fk−1 − y))dy
and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 14. Let Fk, k = 0, . . . ,N , be an elliptic evolution sequence.
For every k = 1, . . . ,N ,
P (Ak)≥ 1
8q+1Hqke
2(2qak−1pi)q/2
P (Ak−1).(12)
In particular,
P (AN )≥
(
1
8q+1e2(2qpi)q/2
)N−1N−1∏
k=1
1
a
q/2
k H
q
k+1
≥ e−Nqθ(13)
with
θ = ln(82e2(2qpi)1/2) +
1
2N
N−1∑
k=1
lnak +
1
N
N∑
k=2
lnHk.(14)
Proof. We take η = 18Hk
√
∆k−1 so that (1/4Hk)− η/
√
∆k−1 = 1/8Hk.
Using Lemma 13,
P (Ak)≥E
(
1Ak−1
∫
{‖y−xk−1‖k−1≤1/8Hk}
pη,k−1(y)dy
)
.
Since Hk ≥ 1, one has ‖y−xk−1‖k−1 ≤ 1/8Hk ≤ 1/2.We are on the set Ak−1
so we obtain ‖Fk−2−xk−1‖k−1 ≤ ‖Fk−2−xk−1‖k−1+‖y−xk−1‖k−1 ≤ 1. So,
we may use Proposition 12 in order to obtain a lower bound for pη,k−1(y)
and then
P (Ak)≥ 1
4e2(2piak−1)q/2
√
detMk−1
m
(
‖y − xk−1‖k−1 ≤ 1
8Hk
)
P (Ak−1),
where m is the Lebesgue measure. We use a change of variable and the
inequality m(‖x‖ ≤ r)≥ (r/√q )q in order to obtain
1√
detMk−1
m
(
‖y − xk−1‖k−1 ≤ 1
8Hk
)
≥ (8Hk√q )−q.
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It follows that
P (Ak)≥ 1
4e2(2piak−1)q/2
× 1
qq/28qHqk
×P (Ak−1)
and (12) is proved. In order to prove (13), we employ recurrence to obtain
P (AN )≥
(
1
8q+1e2(2qpi)q/2
)N−1 N∏
k=2
1
a
q/2
k−1H
q
k
P
(
‖F0 − x1‖1 ≤ 1
2
)
.
Since ‖F0 − x1‖1 = ‖x0 − x1‖1 ≤ 12 , (13) is proved. 
2.5. The main result. Our final result is as follows. We look for lower
bounds for the density of FN . We say that the law of FN has a local density
pFN in a neighborhood of xN with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R
q
if there exists some δ > 0 such that for every smooth function ψ with the
support included in the ball Bδ(xN ), one has
Eψ(FN ) =
∫
ψ(x)pFN (x)dx.
Theorem 15. Let Fk, k = 0, . . . ,N be an elliptic evolution sequence.
Suppose that the law of FN has a continuous local density pFN in a neigh-
borhood of xN with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R
q. Then
pFN (xN )≥
1
4e2(2piaN )q/2
√
detMN
e−Nqθ
with θ given as in (14).
Proof. We use Proposition 12 and the fact that AN is FtN−1 -measurable
to obtain∫
Rq
pFN (x)φη(x− xN )dx=E(φη(FN − xN )) =E(EtN−1φη(FN − xN ))
≥E(EtN−1(φη(FN − xN ))1AN )
≥ 1
4e2(2piaN )q/2
√
detMN
P (AN )
≥ 1
4e2(2piaN )q/2
√
detMN
e−Nqθ.
We now use the continuity of pFN and take the limit with η→ 0 in order to
obtain the result. 
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3. Elliptic Itoˆ processes. We consider a q-dimensional Itoˆ process of the
form
Xιt = x
i
0 +
∞∑
j=1
∫ t
0
U ijs dB
j
s +
∫ t
0
V is ds, i= 1, . . . , q,
and assume that for every T > 0,
(i) E
(∫ T
0
(‖Us‖2 + |Vs|)ds
)
<∞,
(ii) Us, Vs ∈
⋂
p∈N
Dq+2,p ∀0≤ s≤ T
with
‖Us‖2 =
q∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
|U ijs |2 and |Vs|2 =
q∑
i=1
|V is |2.
We fix T > 0 and y ∈ Rq and study the density of the law of XT in y.
In order to do this, we have to give a nondegeneracy assumption on XT
and this assumption is related to a deterministic path from x0 to y, that
is, a continuously differentiable function x : [0, T ]→ Rq such that x(0) =
x0 and x(T ) = y. We also consider continuous, strictly positive functions
r,K : [0, T ]→ R+ and a number a ≥ 1. The significance of these functions
is as follows. We work on a tube around the deterministic path x(t); r(t)
represents the radius of this tube and K controls the small increments of our
process. The number a comes on in the ellipticity assumption. Finally, we
consider a family Qt, t ∈ [0, T ], of symmetric, positive definite and invertible
matrixes. We denote
Cij(Ut) =
∞∑
l=1
U il(t)U jl(t),
Γiδ(t) =
∞∑
j=1
∫ t+δ
t
(Us −Ut)ij dBjs +
∫ t+δ
t
V is ds.
Our ellipticity hypothesis as follows.
Definition 16. Let ν > 0. We say that the path x is (r,K,a,Q, ν)-
elliptic for X if for every 0< t < T and 0< δ < T − t,
a×Qt ≥C(Ut)≥Qt,(H, i)
‖Q−1/2t Γδ(t)‖t,δ,q+2,pq ≤K(t)δ1/2 + ν(Hν , ii)
on the set {ω :‖X(t,ω)− x(t)‖Q−1(t) ≤ r(t)}. Recall that pq is given in (8).
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We need some more notation. Given m≥ 1, h > 0 we denote by L(m,h)
the class of the strictly positive functions f : [0, T ]→R+ such that
f(s)≤mf(t) for |s− t| ≤ h.(15)
If the above inequality holds true for every t and s in [0, T ], then we take
h=∞.
Moreover, we say that Q ∈ L(m,h) if
‖x‖Q−1s ≤m‖x‖Q−1t for t≤ s≤ t+ h.(16)
Note that this is still equivalent to Qt ≤m2Qs.
Theorem 17. We suppose that the law of XT has a continuous local
density in y and that there exists a path x(t), t ∈ [0, T ] such that x(0) =
x,x(T ) = y and which is (K,a, r,Q, ν)-elliptic for X. We also consider two
functions pit, γt such that
pi(t)≤min{r2(t), (CqKta4(q+1)2)−1/ν},
‖∂txt‖Q−1t =
√
〈Q−1t ∂txt, ∂txt〉 ≤ γ(t) ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
where Cq is given in (8). Finally we assume that Q ∈L(mQ, hQ), pi ∈ L(mpi, hpi),
γ ∈ L(mγ , hγ) for some constants mQ,mpi,mγ ≥ 1 and hQ, hpi, hγ > 0. We
denote h := hQ ∧ hpi ∧ hγ . Then
pT (x0, y)≥ 1
4e2(2piTmQa)q/2
√
detQT
× exp
(
−q
(
α+
a
2
)
×
∫ T
0
(
1
h
+
mpi
pi(t)
+ 16m2Qγ
2
t
)
dt
)
,
where α= ln(8e(2piq)1/4) + lnmQ +4 lnmγ + lnmpi.
Remark 18. We may take γt = ‖∂txt‖Q−1t , but in concrete examples, it
may be difficult to work with this function (to compute mγ , e.g.)—this is
why we allow γt to be larger. The same holds for pi.
Proof of Theorem 17. Step 1. We define a time grid tk, k ∈ N , in
the following way. We take t0 = 0 and, if tk is given, we define
τk = inf
{
u > 0 :
∫ tk+u
tk
γ2s ds≥
1
16m2Q
}
, tk+1 = tk + h∧ pi(tk)∧ τk.
We put N =min{k : tk ≥ T} and claim that
N ≤
∫ T
0
(
1
h
+
mpi
pi(t)
+ 16m2Qγ
2
t
)
dt.(17)
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In order to prove this, we denote I = {k ≤ N : tk+1 − tk = τk}, I ′ = {k ≤
N : tk+1− tk = pi(tk)} and I ′′ = {k ≤N : tk+1− tk = h} and write∫ T
0
(
1
h
+
mpi
pi(t)
+ 16m2Qγ
2
t
)
dt≥
∑
k∈I
∫ tk+τk
tk
16m2Qγ
2
t dt
+
∑
k∈I′
∫ tk+pi(tk)
tk
mpi
pi(t)
dt+
∑
k∈I′′
∫ tk+h
tk−1
1
h
dt.
We claim that all terms in the above sums are greater than one; hence, (17)
holds true. For k ∈ I , this follows from the definition of τk and for k ∈ I ′′, it is
trivial. Suppose, now, that k ∈ I ′ and note that in this case, pi(tk)≤ h≤ hpi.
Then pi(t)≤mpipi(tk) for tk ≤ t≤ tk + pi(tk) and so∫ tk+pi(tk)
tk
mpi
pi(t)
dt≥ 1.
The proof of (17) is thus completed.
Step 2. We define an evolution sequence as follows. We define δk := tk −
tk−1, Fk =X(tk) and write
Fk = Fk−1 +
∞∑
j=1
∫ tk
tk−1
U js dB
j
s +
∫ tk
tk−1
Vs ds= Fk−1 + Jk +Rk
with Jk =
∑∞
j=1
∫ tk
tk−1
U j(tk−1)dB
j
s and Rk = Γδk(tk−1).
Coming back to the notation concerning the evolution sequences, we
have hk(s) = U(tk−1) for s ∈ [tk−1, tk) and so C(Jk) = δkC(U(tk−1)), Mk =
δkQ(tk−1) and ak = a.
Step 3. We denote H2k =:mQ(m
4
γ ∨mpi) and check that H2kMk ≥Mk−1,
that is, H2kδkQ(tk−1)≥ δk−1Q(tk−2). Since δk ≤ h≤ hQ, we use (16) to ob-
tain mQQ(tk−1)≥Q(tk−2). So, it suffices to show that (H2k/mQ)δk ≥ δk−1,
which reads
H(h∧ pi(tk−1)∧ τk−1)≥ h∧ pi(tk−2)∧ τk−2
(∗)
with H :=
H2k
mQ
=m4γ ∨mpi.
Since H ≥mpi and tk−1 − tk−2 ≤ h ≤ hpi, we have Hpi(tk−1) ≥ pi(tk−2) and
so
H(h ∧ pi(tk−1))≥ h∧ pi(tk−2).(∗∗)
If Hτk−1 >h≥ h∧pih(tk−2)∧ τk−2, then (∗∗) guarantees that (∗) holds true.
We now consider the case where Hτk−1 ≤ h and, in particular, τk−1 ≤ h≤ hγ
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(because H ≥ 1). For every t ∈ [tk−2, tk−2+Hτk−1), one has |t− tk−1| ≤ h≤
hγ so we may use (15) (twice) to obtain∫ tk−2+Hτk−1
tk−2
γ2t dt≥
1
m2γ
γ2tk−1Hτk−1
≥ H
m4γ
∫ tk−1+τk−1
tk−1
γ2t dt=
H
m4γ
1
16m2Q
≥ 1
16m2Q
.
This proves that Hτk−1 ≥ τk−2 and this, together with (∗∗), gives (∗).
Step 4. Our aim is to check that Fk, k = 0, . . . ,N , is an elliptic evolution se-
quence (see Definition 10). We take xk =: x(tk).We will first check the space–
time relation ‖x(tk)−x(tk−1)‖k ≤ 14 .We write x(tk)−x(tk−1) =
∫ tk
tk−1
∂txt dt
and using (16), we obtain
‖x(tk)− x(tk−1)‖k = 1√
δk
∥∥∥∥∫ tk
tk−1
∂txt dt
∥∥∥∥
Q−1(tk−1)
≤ 1√
δk
∫ tk
tk−1
‖∂txt‖Q−1(tk−1) dt
≤ mQ√
δk
∫ tk
tk−1
‖∂txt‖Q−1(t) dt≤
mQ√
δk
∫ tk
tk−1
γ(t)dt
≤mQ
(∫ tk
tk−1
γ2(t)dt
)1/2
≤ 1
4
,
the last inequality being a consequence of the definition of τk. So, the space–
time relation is verified.
Moreover, if ω ∈Ak [see (10)], we have ‖x(tk)−X(tk−1)‖k ≤ 12 and so
‖x(tk−1)−X(tk−1)‖Q−1(tk−1)
≤
√
δk(‖x(tk)− x(tk−1)‖k + ‖x(tk)−X(tk−1)‖k)
≤
√
δk(
1
4 +
1
2 )≤
√
δk ≤ r(tk−1),
the last inequality being true because δk ≤ pi(tk−1) ≤ r(tk−1)2. We have
proved that Ak ⊆ {‖x(tk−1)−X(tk−1)‖Q−1(tk−1) ≤ r(tk−1)}, so we may use
the hypotheses (H, i), (Hν , ii).
Using (H, i), we obtain akMk = aδkQ(tk−1) ≥ C(Jk) = δkC(U(tk−1)) ≥
δkQ(tk−1) =Mk. In particular, detC(Jk)≤ aδk detQ(tk−1).
SinceM
−1/2
k Rk = δ
−1/2
k Q
−1/2(tk−1)Γδk(tk−1), the hypothesis (H
ν , ii) gives
‖M−1/2k Rk‖tk−1,δk,q+2,pq ≤K(tk−1)δνk ≤
1
Cqa4(q+1)
2 ,
the last inequality being a consequence of δk ≤ pi(tk−1). So, we have proved
that we have an elliptic evolution sequence.
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Step 5. We are now able to use the density evaluations from the pre-
vious section. We note that 1N
∑N
k=1 lnHk ≤ lnmQ + 4 lnmγ + lnmpi and
1
2N
∑N
k=1 lna=
a
2 , there by obtaining
θ :=
1
2
ln(82e2(2piq)1/2) +
1
2qN
N∑
k=1
lna+
1
N
N∑
k=2
lnHk ≤ α+ a
2
.
Further, note also that aq/2(detMN )
1/2 = aq/2δ
q/2
N
√
detQ(tN−1)≤ aq/2mq/2Q ×
T q/2
√
detQ(T ). Finally, we use Theorem 17 and our evaluation (17) for N
to obtain
pT (x0, y)≥ 1
4e2(2pia)q/2
√
detMN
e−Nqθ
≥ 1
4e2(2piTmQa)q/2
√
detQ(T )
× exp
(
−q
(
α+
a
2
)
×
∫ T
0
(
1
h
+
epi(h)
pi(t)
+ 16m2Qγ
2
t
)
dt
)
and the proof is thus completed. 
4. Diffusion processes. In this section, we will study the diffusion process
X which is the solution of the SDE
dXit =
d∑
j=1
σij(Xt)dB
j
t + b
i(Xt)dt, i= 1, . . . , q,
X0 = x0.
We fix εi ∈ {0,1}, i= 0, . . . , q, and denote
N2(x) =: ε0 +
q∑
i=1
εi|xi|2.
We assume that the coefficients σ and b are of class Cq+2 and verify that
max
i
(‖σi(x)‖+ |bi(x)|)≤ C0N(x),(A, i)
max
i
(‖σi(x)− σi(y)‖+ |bi(x)− bi(y)|)≤ C0‖x− y‖,(A, ii)
max
|α|≤q+2
max
i,j
(|Dασij(x)|+ |Dαbi(x)|)≤ C0.(A, iii)
The reason to use N(x) (instead of the usual Euclidean norm) in order to
control the growth of the coefficients is that for different choices of εi, i=
0, . . . , q, we obtain different type of hypothesis—bonded coefficients, linear
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growth, log-normal types diffusions, and so on—and the behavior of the
lower bound of the density is different in these cases.
As an immediate consequence of (A), one has
λ∗(x) = sup
‖ξ‖=1
〈σσ∗(x)ξ, ξ〉 ≤ qC20N2(x),(A, iv)
sup
‖ξ‖=1
|〈σσ∗(x)ξ, ξ〉 − 〈σσ∗(y)ξ, ξ〉|
(A, v)
≤ qC20 (2N(x) + ‖x− y‖)‖x− y‖,
|detσσ∗(x)− detσσ∗(y)|
(A, vi)
≤ q!C2q0 (2N(x) + ‖x− y‖)2q−1‖x− y‖.
It is clear that X is an Itoˆ process and that
Γiδ(t) =
d∑
j=1
∫ t+δ
t
(σij(Xs)− σij(Xt))dBjs +
∫ t+δ
t
bi(Xs)ds.
We will employ the following standard lemma:
Lemma 19. Suppose that (A) holds true. Then for every t≥ 0, 1≥ δ > 0,
0≤m≤ q+ 2, p ∈N , one has
‖Γδ(t)‖t,δ,m,p ≤C(m,p)N(Xt)δ,(18)
where C(m,p) is a constant which depends on C0 and on m,p.
Proof. The proof is straightforward, but rather long and tedious, so we
just outline the main arguments (see [11] for a complete approach to such
evaluations). In order to simplify the notation, we take b= 0. The first step is
to check that for t≤ s≤ δ ≤ 1, (Et(|N(Xs)|p))1/p ≤CN(Xt). Here and in the
sequel, C is a constant which may change from one line to another. We use
the SDE of X, Ho¨lder’s inequality, Burckholder’s inequality and hypothesis
(A, i) in order to obtain Et(|Xis|p)≤C|Xit |p +C ′
∫ s
t Et|N(Xr)|p dr. We then
take
∑q
i=1 εiEt(|Xis|p) and employ Gromwell’s lemma. This proves the above
inequality. The same argument gives
Et(|Xis −Xit |p)≤Cδp/2−1
∫ s
t
Et|N(Xr)|p dr
≤CNp(Xt)δp/2.
It follows that
Et(|Γiδ(s)|p)≤ C
q∑
j=1
Et
(∫ t+δ
t
|σij(Xr)− σij(Xt)|2 dr
)p/2
≤ CNp(Xt)δp.
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Let us now deal with the first-order Malliavin derivatives. For t≤ u≤ s ≤
t′ ≤ t+ δ and i= 1, . . . , q, l= 1, . . . , d, one has
DluX
i
s = σ
i
l(Xu) +
d∑
j=1
∫ s
u
∇σij(Xr)DluXr dBjr .
We look to s→DuXis = (D1uXis, . . . ,DduXis) as an Rd-valued process and use
Burckholder’s inequality (for Rd-valued martingales) in order to obtain
Et‖DuXis‖p ≤CEt‖σi(Xu)‖p +C
d∑
j=1
Et
∥∥∥∥∫ s
u
∇σij(Xr)DluXir dBjr
∥∥∥∥p
≤CEt|N(Xu)|p +C
d∑
j=1
Et
(∫ s
u
‖∇σij(Xr)DuXr‖2 dr
)p/2
≤CN(Xt)p +CEt
(∫ s
u
‖DuXr‖2 dr
)p/2
.
It follows that
Et
(∫ t′
u
‖DuXis‖2 ds
)p/2
≤Cδp/2−1
∫ t′
u
Et‖DuXis‖p ds
≤Cδp/2N(Xt)p +Cδp/2−1
∫ t′
u
Et
(∫ s
u
‖DuXr‖2 dr
)p/2
ds.
Using Gromwell’s lemma, we obtain
Et
(∫ t′
u
‖DuXis‖2 ds
)p/2
≤Cδp/2N(Xt)p.
Finally, for u ∈ [t, t + δ], one has DluΓiδ(t) = σil(Xu) − σil (Xt)
+
∑d
j=1
∫ t+δ
u ∇σij(Xr)DluXir dBjr and, so, using (A, ii), Ho¨lder’s inequality
and Burckholder’s inequality we obtain
Et
(∫ t+δ
t
‖DuΓiδ(t)‖2du
)p/2
≤Cδp/2−1
∫ t+δ
t
Et‖DuΓiδ(t)‖p du
≤Cδp/2−1
∫ t+δ
t
Et‖σi(Xu)− σi(Xt)‖p du
+Cδp/2−1
∫ t+δ
t
d∑
j=1
Et
∥∥∥∥∫ t+δ
u
∇σij(Xr)DluXir dBjr
∥∥∥∥p du
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≤Cδp/2−1
∫ t+δ
t
Et‖Xu −Xt‖p du
+Cδp/2−1
∫ t+δ
t
Et
(∫ t+δ
u
‖DluXir‖2 dr
)p/2
du
≤CδpN(Xt)p.
So, we have proved that ‖Γδ(t)‖t,δ,1,p ≤ CN(Xt)δ. The proof is analogous
for higher order derivatives, so we omit it. 
We denote by λ∗ the smallest eigenvalue of σσ
∗ and let
ρ(x) :=
√
λ∗(x)
N(x)
.
Roughly speaking, ρ2 is of the same order as the quotient of the smallest
and the largest eigenvalues of σσ∗.
Lemma 20. (i) Suppose that (A) holds true and let x = (xt)t≤T be a
differentiable path such that λ∗(xt)> 0, for all 0 ≤ t≤ T . Then the path x
is (r,K,a,Q, ν)-elliptic (in the sense of Definition 16) with ν = 12 , a = 3/2
and
Qt =
1
2
σσ∗(xt), rt =
ρ2(xt)
6q3/2C30
,
(19)
Kt = C(q+2, pq)
(
1
ρ(xt)
+
1√
λ∗(xt)
)
,
where C(q+ 2, pq) is the constant from (18) and pq is given in (8).
(ii) Assume that there exists a measurable function Mt, t ∈ [0, T ], and a
number hG ∈ (0,1) such that for every t ∈ [0, T ),
‖∂xt‖ ≤MtN(xt),
(G)
hG
∫ t+hG
t
M2s ds≤
1
4q
.
Then for every s, t ∈ [0, T ] such that |s− t| ≤ hG, we have
N(xs)≤ 4N(xt).
Proof. Suppose that ‖Xt − xt‖Q−1t ≤ rt. In view of (A, iv), λ
∗(x) ≤
qC20× N2(x) and so (σσ∗)−1(x)≥ (1/qC20N2(x))× I , where I is the identity
matrix. It follows that ‖Xt−xt‖ ≤√qC0N(xt)‖Xt−xt‖Q−1t ≤
√
qC0N(xt)rt.
Let ξ ∈Rq with ‖ξ‖= 1. Using (A, v) and √qC0rt ≤ 1, we obtain
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|〈σσ∗(Xt)ξ, ξ〉 − 〈σσ∗(xt)ξ, ξ〉| ≤ qC20(2N(xt) +
√
qC0N(xt)rt)
√
qC0N(xt)rt
≤ 3q3/2C30N2(xt)rt ≤
λ∗(xt)
2
,
the last inequality being a consequence of the choice of rt. This gives
〈σσ∗(Xt)ξ, ξ〉= 〈σσ∗(xt)ξ, ξ〉+ (〈σσ∗(Xt)ξ, ξ〉 − 〈σσ∗(xt)ξ, ξ〉)
≥ 〈σσ∗(xt)ξ, ξ〉 − λ∗(xt)
2
≥ 1
2
〈σσ∗(xt)ξ, ξ〉= 〈Qtξ, ξ〉.
Moreover,
〈σσ∗(Xt)ξ, ξ〉 ≤ 〈σσ∗(xt)ξ, ξ〉+ λ∗(xt)
2
≤ 3
2
〈Qtξ, ξ〉.
So (H, i) holds true with ak = 3/2.
Note that N(Xt) ≤ N(xt) + rt ≤ N(xt) + 1. Using the previous lemma
with m= q+ 2 and p= pq, we obtain
‖Q−1t Γδ(t)‖t,δ,m,p ≤
1√
λ∗(xt)
‖Γδ(t)‖t,δ,m,p ≤ C(m,p)√
λ∗(xt)
N(Xt)δ
≤ C(m,p)√
λ∗(xt)
(N(xt) + 1)δ =Ktδ.
So, we have an elliptic path with parameters given in (19).
Let us now prove (ii). Suppose that t < s and write xs = xt+
∫ s
t ∂xr dr so
that
N2(xs) = ε0 +
q∑
i=1
εi|xis|2 ≤ ε0 +2
q∑
i=1
εi|xit|2 + 2
q∑
i=1
εi
∣∣∣∣∫ s
t
∂xir dr
∣∣∣∣2
≤ 2N2(xt) + 2
q∑
i=1
εi(s− t)
∫ s
t
|MrN(xr)|2 dr.
By the choice of hG,
sup
t≤s≤t+hG
N2(xs)≤ 2N2(xt) + 2q sup
t≤s≤t+hG
N2(xs)hG
∫ t+hG
t
M2r dr
≤ 2N2(xt) + 12 sup
t≤s≤t+hG
N2(xs)
and the proof is completed. 
We are now able to state our result.
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Theorem 21. Suppose that (A) holds true and that x = (xt)t≤T is a
differentiable path such that x0 = x0, xT = y and ρ(xt)≥ 1µ , λ−2∗ (xt)≤ χ for
all 0≤ t≤ T, for some µ≥ 1, χ > 0. We assume that there exists a number
hG ∈ [0,1) and a measurable function M such that (G) holds true and M ∈
L(ηM , hM ) for some ηM ≥ 1, hM > 0. Then
pT (x0, y)≥ 1
4e2(6µ
√
qpiT )q/2
√
detσσ∗(y)
× exp
(
−KqT (1 + lnC0 + lnµ+ ln ηM )
(20)
×
(
C20µ
4
T
∫ T
0
M2r dr
+ µ4 ∨ (µ+ χ)2Kdiff + 1
hG ∧ hM
))
with Kdiff = C
6
0C
2(q + 2, pq) [recall that C0 is given in hypothesis (A) and
C(q +2, pq) given in (18)] and Kq is a constant depending only on q.
Remark 22. Usually, the constants which appear in the lower bound
are independent of x0, y and T, but the dependence on the coefficients σ, b
is not explicit. So, the lower bound is not significant for y in a compact set,
but only for y→∞. Here, the constants are explicit (although not optimal),
so the result is relevant for every x0, y—this is the motivation of the (rather
tedious) effort to keep the constants under control.
Proof of Theorem 21. Under our assumptions, σσ∗(x0)> 0 and so
the law of XT has a continuous density with respect to the Lebesgue mea-
sure. We will use Theorem 2 in order to obtain the lower bound. By the
previous lemma, x is (r,K,a,Q, ν)-elliptic and we know the corresponding
parameters [see (19)]. Since ρ−1(xt)≤ µ, we take
Kt =C(q +2, pq)(µ+ χ), rt =
1
6µ2q3/2C30
.
We also have
r2t ∧
1
C2qK
2
t a
8(q+1)2
t
=
1
36µ4q3C60
∧
(
1
C2q (3/2)
8(q+1)2
× 1
(µ+ χ)2C2(q + 2, pq)
)
≥ 1
Kq ×Kdiff ×
1
µ4 ∨ (µ+ χ)2 =: pit.
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Since the function pi is constant, mpi = 1 and hpi =∞. Moreover, using (G),
we have
‖∂xt‖2Q−1t ≤
2
λ∗(xt)
‖∂xt‖2 ≤ 2N
2(xt)
λ∗(xt)
M2t ≤ 2µ2M2t ,
so we take γt =
√
2µMt and have mγ = ηM and hγ = hM .
We now take hQ = hG and compute mQ. Using point (ii) for the previous
lemma, N2(xt)/N
2(xs)≤ 16 for |s− t| ≤ hG. Moreover, by (A, iv),
2
qC20N
2(xt)
≤Q−1t ≤
2
λ∗(xt)
so that
Q−1s ≤
2
λ∗(xs)
=
qC20
ρ2(xs)
× N
2(xt)
N2(xs)
× 2
qC20N
2(xt)
≤ 16qC20θ2Q−1t .
So, we takemQ = 4
√
qC0µ. Finally, h= hQ∧hpi∧hγ = hG∧hM .We compute
α= ln(8e(2qpi)1/4) + lnmQ +4 lnmγ + lnmpi
= ln(32qe(2qpi)1/4) + lnC0 + lnµ+ 4 lnηM .
We now use the evaluation from Theorem 2 to obtain
pT (x0, y)≥ 1
4e2(6µ
√
qpiT )q/2
√
detσσ∗(y)
× exp
(
−Kq(1 + lnC0 + lnµ+ lnηM )
×
∫ T
0
(
1
hM ∧ hG + µ
4 ∨ (µ+ χ)2Kdiff +C20µ4M2t
)
dt
)
and the proof is completed. 
We will now write the path x in a special form, given by (a variant of)
the skeleton of the diffusion process X. More precisely, we consider some
φ(t) = (φ1(t), . . . , φd(t)), t ∈ [0, T ], such that φ ∈ L2([0, T ])d and we denote
‖φ‖2T =
∫ T
0 ‖φt‖2 dt. We associate with φ the path x = xφ which solves the
deterministic differential equation
dx(t) =
d∑
j=1
σj(x(t))φ
j
t dt, x(0) = x0.(Eφ)
Remark 23. Note that for every differentiable path xt such that σσ
∗(xt)≥
λ∗(xt) > 0, there exists φ such that (Eφ) holds true. Indeed, if one takes
φt = σ
∗(xt)(σσ
∗)−1(xt)∂txt, then σ(xt)φt = ∂txt.
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We consider a set of parameters θ = (µ,χ, ν, η, h), µ, ν, η ≥ 1, h,χ > 0, and
we define Φθ(x0, y) to be the set of the controls φ ∈ (L2([0, T ]))d such that
xφ0 = x0, x
φ
T = y,
ρ(xφt )≥
1
µ
,
√
λ∗(x
φ
t )≥
1
χ
∀t ∈ [0, T ],
‖φt‖ ≤ η‖φs‖ ∀|s− t| ≤ h, ‖φ‖t ≤ ν ∀t≤ T.
We then define
dθ(x0, y) = inf{‖φ‖T :φ ∈Φθ(x0, y)}
=∞ if Φθ(x0, y) =∅.
Theorem 24. We assume that (A) holds true. We fix x0, y ∈ Rq and
θ and suppose that dθ(x0, y) <∞. Then the law of XT has a continuous
density pT (x0, y) which verifies
pT (x0, y)≥ 1
4e2(6µ
√
qpiT )q/2
√
detσσ∗(y)
× exp
(
−Kq(1 + ln(C0µη))
(21)
×
(
C40µ
4d2θ(x0, y) + T
(
µ4 ∨ (µ+ χ)2Kdiff
+
1
h
+2C0ν
√
q
)))
,
where Kdiff = C
6
0C
2(q + 2, pq) [recall that C0 is given in the hypothesis (A)
and C(q+2, pq) is given in (18)] and Kq is a constant depending only on q.
Proof. We fix φ ∈Φθ and take x to be solution of ∂txt = σ(xt)φt. Using
the orthogonal decomposition φt = σ
∗(xt)v+w with v ∈Rd and w such that
σ(xt)w = 0, one obtains ∂txt = σ(xt)σ
∗(xt)v. Consequently,
〈(σσ∗(xt))−1∂txt, ∂txt〉= 〈v,σσ∗(xt)v〉= ‖σ∗(xt)v‖2 ≤ ‖φt‖2.
Using (A, iv), we obtain
‖∂xt‖2 ≤C20N2(xt)< 〈(σσ∗(xt))−1 ∂txt, ∂txt〉 ≤C20N2(xt)‖φt‖2,
so we takeMt =C0‖φt‖ in (G). We take hG = 1/2√qC0ν and these by obtain
hG
∫ t+hG
t
M2s ds≤ h2GC20ν2 ≤
1
4q
.
So (G) holds true.
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Since φ ∈ Φθ, one has ηM = η,hM = h. Moreover,
∫ T
0 M
2
r dr = C
2
0‖φ‖2T .
Substituting this into (20), we obtain
pT (x0, y)≥ 2
q
4e2(6µ
√
qpiT )q/2
√
detσσ∗(y)
× exp
(
−K(q)q(1 + ln(C0µη))
×
(
C40µ
4‖φ‖2T
+ T
(
Kdiffµ
4 ∨ (µ+ χ)2 +2√qC0ν + 1
h
)))
.
We now take the infimum over φ ∈Φθ and the proof is completed. 
APPENDIX
We will use the following Ho¨lder inequalities for the conditional Malliavin
norms.
Lemma 25. Let H,Q ∈⋂p≥1Dk+1,p. Suppose that Q(ω) = 0, D1Q(ω) =
0, . . . ,DkQ(ω) = 0 for every ω ∈Ac, where A is some measurable set. Then
for every p≥ 1,
‖HQ‖t,δ,k,p ≤ k!2k‖H‖t,δ,k,2p,A‖Q‖t,δ,k,2p,A,(22)
‖〈DH,DQ〉t,δ,1‖t,δ,k,p ≤ k!2k‖|H‖|t,δ,k+1,2p,A‖|Q‖|t,δ,k+1,2p,A,(23)
where
‖H‖pt,δ,k,p,A := Et(1A‖H‖pt,δ,k),
‖|H‖|pt,δ,k,p,A := ‖H‖pt,δ,k,p,A−Et(1A|H|p).
Proof. Let us introduce some notation. Let I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, I = {i1, . . . , ir}
with 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ir ≤ k. We denote |I| = r. Given a multi-index a =
{a1, . . . , ak} ∈ {1, . . . , d}k and s= (s1, . . . , sk) ∈Rk+, we denote a(I) = {ai1 , . . . , air}
and s(I) = (si1 , . . . , sir). We also put ds= ds1 . . . dsk and ds(I) = dsi1 . . . dsir .
We denote Dk,as =D
ak
sk
. . .Da1s1 and we write
Dk,as (HQ) =
k∑
i=0
∑
|I|=i
D
i,a(I)
s(I) H ×D
k−i,a(Ic)
s(Ic) Q.
Since the sum has 2k terms, we have
|Dk,as (HQ)|2 ≤ 2k
k∑
i=0
∑
|I|=i
|Di,a(I)s(I) H|2 × |D
k−i,a(Ic)
s(Ic) Q|2.
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Let us denote
αa(HQ) :=
∫
[t,t+δ]k
|Dk,as (HQ)|2 ds.
Since ∫
[t,t+δ]k
|Di,a(I)s(I) H ×D
k−i,a(Ic)
s(Ic) Q|2 ds
=
∫
[t,t+δ]i
|Di,a(I)s(I) H|2 ds(I)×
∫
[t,t+δ]k−i
|Dk−i,a(Ic)s(Ic) Q|2 ds(Ic)
= αa(I)(H)αa(Ic)(Q),
we obtain
αa(HQ)≤ 2k
k∑
i=0
∑
|I|=i
αa(I)(H)αa(Ic)(Q).(24)
We claim that this implies
‖HQ‖2t,δ,k =
∑
|a|≤k
αa(HQ)≤ k!2k
∑
|b|≤k
αb(H)×
∑
|c|≤k
αc(Q)
(25)
= k!2k‖H‖2t,δ,k‖Q‖2t,δ,k.
In order to check this inequality, we consider two multi-indices, b and c, such
that |b| ≤ k and |c| ≤ k. The term αb(H)αc(Q) will appear in the right-hand
side of (24) for any multi-index a such that b= a(I) and c= a(Ic) for some
I. It follows that the components of a are fixed (they are the reunion of the
components of b and c). It follows that there are at most k! such terms. So,
(25) follows.
Since Q and its derivatives are null on Ac, we have ‖H‖2t,δ,k‖Q‖2t,δ,k =
1A‖H‖2t,δ,k‖Q‖2t,δ,k and we use Ho¨lder’s inequality in order to obtain (22).
The proof of (23) is similar. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let Γij be the cofactor corresponding to i, j of the
matrix φt,δ,F and let d := detφt,δ,F . We have φ̂
ij
t,δ,F (ω) =
1
dΓ
ij(ω) for ω ∈A.
Using (22),
‖(φ̂t,δ,FG)i‖t,δ,k,p ≤
q∑
i=1
‖φ̂ijt,δ,FGj‖t,δ,k,p =
q∑
j=1
‖d−1ΓijGj‖t,δ,k,p
≤ 22(k+1)
q∑
j=1
‖d−1‖t,δ,k,4p,A‖Γij‖t,δ,k,4p,A‖Gj‖t,δ,k,4p,A.
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Moreover, using (22) and (23), we have ‖Γij‖t,δ,k,4p ≤ 22(q−1)(k+1) ×
‖|F‖|2(q−1)
t,δ,k+1,22(q+1)p
and ‖d‖t,δ,k,8p ≤ 22q(k+1)‖|F‖|2qt,δ,k+1,22(q+2)p. Then using the
chain rule for the function 1x , we obtain
‖d−1‖t,δ,k,4p,A ≤ c(k, q)vk+18(k+1)p(F,A)‖d‖t,δ,k,8p
≤ c(k, q)vk+18(k+1)p(F,A)‖|F‖|2qt,δ,k+1,22(q+2)p,
where c(k, q) is generic notation for a constant which depends on k and q.
It follows that
‖(φ̂t,δ,FG)i‖t,δ,k,p ≤ c(k, q)‖G‖t,δ,k,4pvk+18(k+1)p(F,A)‖|F‖|4q−2t,δ,k+1,2q+2p
and the proof is completed. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We denote by c a constant which depends
on k, l and q and which may change from one line to the next. Using (22),
(23), (4) and (3), we obtain
‖Hi(F,G)‖t,δ,k,p ≤
q∑
j=1
(‖Gφ̂jit,δ,FLt,δ(Fj)‖t,δ,k,p
+ ‖〈DFj ,D(φ̂jit,δ,FG)〉t,δ,1‖t,δ,k,p)
≤ c
q∑
j=1
(‖Gφ̂jit,δ,F ‖t,δ,k,2p‖Lt,δ(Fj)‖t,δ,k,2p
+ ‖|Fj‖|t,δ,k+1,2p‖Gφ̂jit,δ,F ‖t,δ,k+1,2p)
≤ c‖G‖t,δ,k+1,4pvk+116(k+1)p(F,A)‖|F‖|4q−1t,δ,k+2,2q+3p.
Consider now a multi-index α with |α|= l. We iterate the above relation
to obtain
‖Hα(F,G)‖t,δ,k,p ≤ c‖G‖t,δ,k+l,23lpvl(k+l)24l(k+l+1)lp(F,A)‖|F‖|
l(4q−1)
t,δ,k+l+1,2l(q+3)p
and the proof is completed. 
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